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Data Transmission via
Radio Module RF1 and RF2

Technical Documentation

Subnet
z.B.: RS422

Outdoor unit
RF + RS422

Outdoor unit
RF-MESH

Heating Plant
- Boiler visualization
- PLC-visualization

- Customer visualization
- QM-reports

- Performance overview

Outdoor unit
RF-Duplex
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Wireless communication
between control devices

No laying of copper pipes necessary

Wireless modules establish their own connection

Independent setup of the entire radio network

Avoidance of cable breaks in the data network

Subnet
e.g.: RS422

Outdoor units
RF + RS422

Outdoor units
RF-Mesh

Outdoor units
RF-Duplex

Heating plant
            - boiler visualization
            - MSR visualization
            - Customer visualization
            - QM reports
            - Performance overview
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SCHNEID CM08-RF

The communication module SCHNEID-CMM-CM08-RF is suitable for the SCHNEID module controllers with 
communication base module. With this module card, the controller can transmit data via wireless technology.

RF-Radio module RF2

This module card uses the wireless technology with mesh function for data transmission. Each module in a network is 
connected to one or more others. The information is passed on from one module to another until they reach the destination. At 
the same time, the modules function as routers and clients.
On the one hand, this technology allows high ranges to be achieved and the network is at the same time self-healing and 
therefore very reliable. If a connection is blocked or failed, the data is automatically redirected and the network is still 
operational.
In addition to the 128-bit AES encryption, various preambles or network IDs can be used to set up independent subnets that do 
not influence each other.

36/5000
There are two variants of this card:

Typ2 (Standard) BG-CMM-CM08-RF2 with integrated RS485 interface for connection between outdoor unit and controller.

Typ1  BG-CMM-CM08-RF1 with integrated RS485 interface for use with subcommunications with RS485 and radio.

Technical Data CM08-RF2:
- RF Pad, Europe
- Frequency range: 863 - 870 MHz
- Transmitting power: up to13 dBm ERP
- Range: up to 1000m free field of view
- Temperature range: -40 ° C to + 85 ° C
- Encryption: 128-bit AES
- RF data rate: 80Kbps
- Receiver sensitivity: -106 dBm @ 80Kbps; -113dBm @ 10 Kbps
- Network Topologies: DigiMesh, Repeater, Point-to-multipoint,
- Peer-to-peer maximum 128 knots

Point-to-Multipoint/Star

DigiMesh

Peer-to-peer
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SCHNEID CM08-RF

Controller read out directly via radio (mesh network) (application in building technology)

Controller radio module
on COM A

Controller radio module
on COM A

Controller radio module
on COM A

Controller radio module
on COM A

Controller radio module
on COM A

Master (USB + TCPIP +RS485+Power 12V)

RF --> USB & TCPIP
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Wireless network / MESH

SCHNEID CM08-RF

Controller with remote radio transceiver units

Master
(USB + TCPIP +RS485+Power 12V) Outdoor unit

RS485
4-wire connection

* For MR08 controller from 2015
this is integrated on the REL

MR08/12-controller
RS485 + 12V power adapter*

4-wire connection

4-wire connection

4-wire connection

4-wire connection

MESH

MR08/12-controller
RS485 + 12V power adapter*

MR08/12-controller
RS485 + 12V power adapter*

MR08/12-controller
RS485 + 12V power adapter*

Outdoor unit
Rs485

Outdoor unit
Rs485

Outdoor unit
Rs485

Outdoor unit
Rs485
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SCHNEID CM08-RF

Communication with high power modules (only direct connections possible, no MESH)

* For MR08 controller from 2015
this is integrated on the REL

Master
(USB + TCPIP +RS485+Power 12V)

Outdoor unit
RS485

4-wire connection

Outdoor unit
RS485

MR08/12-controller
RS485 + 12V power adapter*

4-wire connection

Outdoor unit
RS485

MR08/12-controller
RS485 + 12V power adapter*

4-wire connection

Outdoor unit
RS485

MR08/12-controller
RS485 + 12V power adapter*

4-wire connection

Outdoor unit
RS485

MR08/12-controller
RS485 + 12V power adapter*

4-wire connection

Outdoor unit
RS485

MR08/12-controller
RS485 + 12V power adapter*

4-wire connection
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SCHNEID CM08-RF

Stand-alone solutions:

Master
(USB + TCPIP +RS485+Power 12V)

Outdoor unit RS485
Adress 0

Outdoor unit Duplex
Adress 1 / Destination 0

4-wire connection

4-wire
connection

Subnet
Wireless network / MESH

Subnetz
z.B. Rs422 Kupfer

Destination I
Outdoor unit

Destination I
Outdoor unit Destination I

Outdoor unit

Destination I
Outdoor unit

Destination I
Outdoor unit

Destination 0
Outdoor unit

RS422

Terminal box with
Overvoltage protection

Destination I
Outdoor unit

Destination I
Outdoor unit

Destination I
Outdoor unit

MR08/12-controller with RS422 MR08/12-controller with RS422

MR08/12-controller with RS422

MR08/12-controller with RS422

MR08/12-controller with RS422

MR08/12-controller with RS422

MR08/12-controller with RS422

12 VDC separate
power supply

12 VDC separate
power supply

MESH

M
ESH

direct
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Outdoor Unit RF, optionally with RS485 or RS422 Karte ( BG-COM-RF2-AE4xx)

The outdoor unit is necessary if the radio card can no longer be reached in the building (reinforced concrete, basement, 
etc.). The RS485 interface integrated on the radio module is used as the connection to the control unit. The controller also 
requires an RS485 interface card.
When connecting to older controller generations (for example Mr05), which only have an RS422 interface, an RS422 card 
can optionally also be integrated into the outdoor unit.

The following variants are available for the SCHNEID CM08-RF outdoor units:
- COM-REPEATER-RF2-422 (with additional RS422 card)
- COM-REPEATER-RF2-485

The scope of delivery of the outdoor unit includes:

- GEH-KUNSTSTOFF-REPEATER-AE /
   Plastic housing AE
- CMM-BASIS-09-R /
   SCHNEID-communication basic module 09-R
- CMM-RS-Steckkarte /
   SCHNEID RS plug-in card 422 or 485
 - CMM-CM08-RF /
   SCHNEID RF-Radiofrequency plug-in card
- COM-REPEATER-ANTENNE-RF /
   Antenna for SCHNEID radio module
- COM-REPEATER-ANTENNE-ADAPTER 8 /
   Adapter cable for antenna 80mm 

CM08-RF Outdoor Unit

Outdoor unit with two RF cards ( BG-COM-REPEATER-RF-DUPLEX)

Serves as a radio-radio repeater to connect different networks and islands. The realization takes place in a special 
outdoor unit with a CM-10 board and 2 pcs antennas.
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Assembly

The module card can be installed directly in the COM base board of a controller. However, the antenna must not be more 
than 30cm away and must be mounted outside the controller housing.
Since in most cases the control unit is mounted in the basement, it is necessary to attach the sender unit to the outside of 
the building. The outdoor unit COM-RF2-AE485 is available for this application. This outdoor unit consists of a 
weatherproof housing with antenna, a CM09-R base board and an RS485 interface board for connection to the controller. 
This outdoor unit is connected to the controller via a 4-pin cable connection (2 wires for bus, 2 wires for power supply 
12VDC)
For the integration of older controllers, an RS422 interface card can be used instead of the RS485. The wiring must then 
be made 6-pin.
The possible cabling variants for using the RF module are shown on the following pages.

Screw antenna 868 MHz:
Antenna Cover: TPU
Antenna Base: PC
Operating Temperature: -10°C~+75°C
Storage Temperature: -30°C~+75°C
Connector Plating: black Nickel
Connector: RP-SMA
Cable: 0,3meter
Frequency Range: 868 MHz
Impedance 50 Ohm
VSWR: < 2.0 
Return Loss: -24.213 dB at 868 MHz

2 Meter
minimum height

- opposite side

the recipient
facing side

- minimum height
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Visual vs. Line-of-Sight

The presence of an RF line-of-sight (LOS) between the transmit and receive antennas is essential for achieving a long 
range in wireless communication systems.

There are two types of LOS that are typically used to describe an environment:
-> Visual LOS is the ability to see from one location to another.
     It only requires a straight linear path between two points.

-> RF LOS requires not only visual LOS, but also a football-shaped path free from obstacles to data
     to send optimally from one point to another. This is also called the Fresnel-Zone

To reach the maximum range, the Fresnel zone where the radio waves travel must be free of obstacles. Buildings, trees 
or other obstacles in the path reduce the communication area.

If the antennas are mounted just below the ground, half of the Fresnel zone is obstructed by the earth, resulting in a 
significant reduction in area. To avoid this problem, the antennas should be mounted high enough from the ground so that 
the earth does not interfere with the central diameter of the Fresnel zone.
It is also important to understand that the environment can change over time due to growing vegetation, building 
construction, etc.
If there are obstacles between two points, the antennas can turn on
one end or raised at both ends to get out of the obstacles
to delete the Fresnel zone.

How far above the ground and other obstacles must the antennas be,
is determined by the diameter of the Fresnel zone.
The diameter of the Fresnel zone depends on the frequency and the distances
between the two stations.
Various data points have been included in Fresnel zone formulas to provide some benchmarks.
The following table provides approximate Fresnel zone diameters at 300m, 1.6km, 8km and 16km.

In order to have ground clearance, the combined antenna height should be equal to the diameter of the Fresnel zone.
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Wireless network
MESH

SCHNEID CM08-RF

Different possibilities of connections between outdoor unit and controller:

Outdoor unit
RS485

Outdoor unit
RS485

Outdoor unit
TCPIP

Controller with
RS485 + 12V power supply *

Controller with
RS485 + 12V power supply *

Controller with TCPIP

4-wire connection

6-wire connection

EthernetEthernet

* For MR08 / 12 controller from 2015
this is integrated on the REL

* For MR08 / 12 controller from 2015
this is integrated on the REL

For very long distances and existing network.

Via RS485

Via RS422

Via Ethernet

12 VDC
separate

power supply

Instead of a controller, heat meters can also be detected directly.

Variant 1: RF plug-in card directly in a repeater

Variant 2: external radio unit
As a further possibility of connection to the outdoor unit, the variants RS422 and TCPIP shown above are also possible.

MBUS

Repeater module
MBus-Master + RF

Heat meter

Repeater module
MBus-Master + RS485

12VDC
power adapter

Outdoor unit
RS485

Heat meter

4-wire connection
MBUS



Terminal scheme RF module on COM board

SCHNEID

CM08 RF plug-in card
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Terminal scheme RF2 module
with outdoor unit via RS485 connection



Terminal scheme RF2 module
with outdoor unit via RS422 connection

SCHNEID
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Terminal scheme RF1 module
with subcommunication to other controllers
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Our services in summary

Hardware
Development at first hand

Project management
Supervise and achieve your goals

Software
Solve custom demands and requirements

Monitoring system
The entire system at a glance

Quality management
Safeguards a first-class quality

Support
Your concern is our request
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